Announcement of Global Distribution Agreement Between LMBPN™ PUBLISHING AND
BOOKWIRE GmbH
Deal Includes Global Sales and Distribution of Digital Editions in German, Spanish and
Portuguese
(Las Vegas, USA, November 28 2017) -- LMBPN™ Publishing a global leader in indie digital
book publishing, has today announced an exciting new partnership with well renowned digital
service provider Bookwire GmbH. The agreement involves the distribution of LMBPN’s digital
catalog in German, Spanish and Portuguese. This partnership will maximize LMBPN’s ongoing
global success by expanding its audience beyond English-language readers.
LMBPN’s digital catalog presently includes over one hundred titles, many of them in the top
1,000 on Amazon.com* and over 50 titles on Audible.com*. To date, LMBPN’s leading sci-fi
series, The Kurtherian™ Gambit has sold over 450,000 copies in ebook and an additional
525,000 in Kindle Unlimited (based on page read calculations). Additionally, LMBPN has
created urban fantasy universes and plans to expand into comic books.
LMBPN’s bestselling titles include, Death Becomes Her, Queen Bitch and The Dark Messiah by
Michael Anderle; and Restriction by CM Raymond and LE Barbant. Other titles include Waking
Magic by Martha Carr; Awakened by Ell Leigh Clarke; Nomad Found by Craig Martelle and
Justice Is Calling by Justin Sloan.
Judith Anderle, Chief Commercial Officer at LMBPN said "We are delighted to be partnering
with BOOKWIRE for global distribution of our translated catalog in these major languages.
Through this distribution agreement, we will increase our global presence in the sci-fi digital
book market by reaching readers who prefer to experience our universes in their native languages
of German, Spanish and Portuguese. This expanded reach is a major component of our global
strategy, which includes increasing our presence in Japan and entering the Chinese markets in
their respective languages in 2018.”
Jens Klingelhöfer, CEO at Bookwire GmbH adds, "LMBPN is a highly multitalented,
progressive and innovative digital publisher with a great future. We are pleased they have chosen
to partner with us, using our proven expertise and experience in digital distribution to expand
their market."
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About LMBPN™ Publishing
Founded in 2015, LMBPN™ has rapidly become an indie leader in the digital sci-fi and urban
fantasy genres. The company has gained a loyal global fan base who consistently continue to
propel LMBPN’s books into Amazon.com, Inc. Top 100 and have made founding author
Michael Anderle a #1 ranked sci-fi author.
Visit http://LMBPN.com for more company and contact information.
About Bookwire – Next Level Digital Publishing
Digital service provider Bookwire was founded in Frankfurt in 2009 and offers full service for
publisher distribution of eBooks, digital audiobooks and print-on-demand products including
conversion, supply, marketing and billing. These services are used by 1,200 publishing clients,
with over 200,000 eBooks and 50,000 audiobooks (by November 2017). Bookwire GmbH
currently employs staff in Germany, Spain, Brazil, Mexico, Colombia, Peru and Chile.
Visit http://www.bookwire.de/en/ for company and contact information.
* Amazon & Audible brands are property of their respective owners.
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